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Abstract
Coquaternions, introduced by Sir James Cockle in 1849, form a four
dimensional real algebra generalizing complex numbers. In recent
years one can observe an emerging interest among mathematicians
and physicists on the study of these numbers. In this work we present
a Mathematica package for implementing the algebra of coquater-
nions. This package provides the basic mathematical tools necessary
for manipulating coquaternions and coquaternionic polynomials, re-
flecting, in its present form, the recent interests of the authors in the
area.
1 Introduction
Quaternions, introduced in 1843 by the Irish mathematician William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865) as a gen-
eralization of complex numbers [14], have become a powerful tool for solving problems in almost all applied
sciences [17], unlocking also new approaches in many branches of applied mathematics. This increasing inter-
est in using quaternions has motivated the emergence of several software packages to perform computations
in the algebra of the real quaternions (see, for example, [5, 9, 10, 21]), or more generally, in Clifford Algebras
(see [1, 2] and the references therein for details).
In 1849, the English mathematician James Cockle, introduced another system of quadruple algebra [4],
using the term coquaternion to refer to elements of such system. Although coquaternions, also known in the
literature as split quaternions, are not as popular as the Hamilton’s quaternions, one can say that recently
they have also been an active research area [3, 13, 16, 19, 20]. Despite this, and as far as we know, there are
no computational tools specially design to work with coquaternions and polynomial computations.
This paper describes a Mathematica add-on application Coquaternions whose main purpose is to define
arithmetic for coquaternions. Drawing on our past experience in developing the package QuaternionAnalysis
[5], we present a collection of functions providing the basic mathematical tools for computations over the
coquaternion algebra.
This package is a fundamental tool supporting the recent interests of the authors in the area [6, 7, 12] and
it should be considered work in progress in its present form. The actual version of the package is available at
the webpage http://w3.math.uminho.pt/Coquaternions.
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2 The Algebra of Coquaternions
Let {1, i, j,k} be an orthonormal basis of the Euclidean vector space R4. The algebra of real coquaternions,
which we denote by Hcoq, is generated by the product given according to the following rules
i2 = −1, j2 = k2 = 1, ij = −ji = k.
In the Coquaternions package, a coquaternion q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k is an object of the form
Coquaternion[q0,q1,q2,q3], whose entries are numeric quantities or symbols (in such case the package
assumes that all symbols represent real numbers).
The package adds rules to Plus, Minus, Times, Power and NonCommutativeMultiply to make it easy
to perform basic arithmetic operations. After loading the package
In[1]:= <<Coquaternions̀
and defining two general coquaternions q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k and p = p0 + p1i + p2j + p3k, one can
carry out operations on coquaternions in a very simple way:
In[2]:= q = Coquaternion[q0,q1,q2,q3]; p = Coquaternion[p0,p1,p2,p3];
In[3]:= q + 2p (∗Plus and Times∗)
Out[3]= Coquaternion[q0 + 2p0, q1 + 2p1, q2 + 2p2, q3 + 2p3]
In[4]:= q**p (∗NonCommutativeMultiply∗)
Out[4]= Coquaternion[q0p0− q1p1 + q2p2 + q3p3, q0p1 + q1p0− q2p3 + q3p2, q0p2− q1p3 + q2p0 + q3p1,
q0p3 + q1p2− q2p1 + q3p0]
In[5]:= Power[Coquaternion[q0,q1,q2,q3],2] (∗Integer Power∗)
Out[5]= Coquaternion[q02 − q12 + q22 + q32, 2q0q1, 2q0q2, 2q0q3]
We introduce now some basic definitions in Hcoq. Given q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k ∈ Hcoq, its conjugate
q is defined as q = q0 − q1i− q2j− q3k; the number q0 is called the real part of q and denoted by Re q and
the vector part of q, denoted by q, is given by q = q1i + q2j + q3k. We denote by tr q and call trace of q the
quantity given by tr q = q + q = 2 Re q and call determinant of q and denote by det q the quantity given by
det q = q q = q20 + q
2
1 − q22 − q23 .
Unlike C and H, Hcoq is not a division algebra. In fact, a coquaternion q is invertible if and only if
det q 6= 0. In that case, we have q−1 = qdet q . A coquaternion q is called space-like, light-like or time-like if
det q < 0, det q = 0 or det q > 0, respectively; the sets of such coquaternions are denoted by S, L and T,
respectively and we say that two coquaternions have the same nature if both belong to the same set S, L or
T. Finally, we endow Hcoq with the semi-norm ‖q‖ =
√
|det q| and call q a unit coquaternion if ||q|| = 1.
The following standard functions are extended to coquaternion objects Abs, Conjugate, Norm, Det, Re,
Tr. They can be used to verified some properties of coquaternions.
Given p, q ∈ Hcoq and α ∈ R, we have:
1. q = q; p + q = p + q; p q = q p;
In[6]:= (p∗)∗ == p &&(p + q)∗ == p∗ + q∗ && (p** q)∗ == q∗ ** p∗
Out[6]= True
2. Re q = Re q; Re(p q) = Re(q p);
In[7]:= Re[q] == Re[q∗] && Re[p ** q] == Re[q ** p]
Out[7]= True
3. det q = det(q); det(pq) = det(qp); det(αq) = α2 det q;
In[8]:= Det[q] == Det[q*] && Det[p**q] == Det[q ** p] && Det[α q] ==α∧2 Det[q]
Out[8]= True
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4. det q = (Re q)2 + det q;
In[9]:= Det[q] == Re[q]∧2 + Det[Vec[q]]
Out[9]= True
5. q2 = (tr q)q− det q;
In[10]:= q ** q == Tr[q]q - Det[q]
Out[10]= True
6. Hcoq is not a division algebra.
In[11]:= Coquaternion[1, 0, 1, 0] ** q
Out[11]= Coquaternion[q0 + q2, q1− q3, q0 + q2, q3− q1]
In[12]:= Solve[List @@ % == {1, 0, 0, 0}, {q0, q1, q2, q3}]
Out[12]= { }
In[13]:= {1/Coquaternion[1, 1, 0, 1], 1/Coquaternion[1, 0, 1, 0]}
Coquaternion::NotInvertible : Non invertible Coquaternion
Out[13]= {Coquaternion[1,−1, 0,−1], Null}
7. Hcoq has zero divisors and nilpotent elements.
In[14]:= Coquaternion[1,0,1,0] ** Coquaternion[1,0,-1,0]
Out[14]= Coquaternion[0, 0, 0, 0]
In[15]:= Power[Coquaternion[0,1,1,0],2]
Out[15]= Coquaternion[0, 0, 0, 0]
Since det q ≥ det q, if q is space-like q is of the same nature and a light-like coquaternion can not
have a time-like vector part. The following examples illustrate the use of the function Nature to classify
coquaternions.
In[16]:= q = Coquaternion[1,0,2,0]; Nature/@{q,Vec[q]}
Out[16]= {Spacelike, Spacelike}
In[17]:= q = Coquaternion[3,0,2,0]; Nature/@{q,Vec[q]}
Out[17]= {Timelike, Spacelike}
In[18]:= q = Coquaternion[1,1,1,0]; Nature/@{q,Vec[q]}
Out[18]= {Timelike, Lightlike}
In[19]:= q = Coquaternion[1,2,1,0]; Nature/@{q,Vec[q]}
Out[19]= {Timelike, Timelike}
In[20]:= q = Coquaternion[0,1,1,0]; Nature/@{q,Vec[q]}
Out[20]= {Lightlike, Lightlike}
In[21]:= q = Coquaternion[Sqrt@3,1,2,0]; Nature/@{q,Vec[q]}
Out[21]= {Lightlike, Spacelike}
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Function Description
Abs[q] extends the absolute value function to coquaternion objects
Conjugate[q] extends the conjugate function to coquaternion objects
Coquaternion[q0,q1,q2,q3] the coquaternion q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k
CoquaternionQ[q] gives True if q is a coquaternion and False otherwise
Det[q] extends the determinant function to coquaternion objects
LightlikeQ[q] gives True if q is Light-like and False otherwise
Nature[q] classifies q as Space-like, Light-like or Time-like
Norm[q] extends the norm function to coquaternion objects
Power[q] extends the power function to coquaternion objects
Re[q] extends the real part function to coquaternion objects
SpacelikeQ[q] gives True if q is Space-like and False otherwise
TimelikeQ[q] gives True if q is Time-like and False otherwise
Tr[q] extends the trace function to coquaternion objects
Vec[q] the vector part of q
Table 1: Basic operations on coquaternions
3 Representation of Coquaternions
Complex representation
Any coquaternion q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k can be written as
q = (q0 + iq1) + (q2 + iq3)j
and represented by the complex matrix (
q0 + iq1 q2 + iq3
q2 − iq3 q0 − iq1
)
Thus, the product of two coquaternions can be expressed as the product of the two corresponding complex
matrices.
In[22]:= p = Coquaternion[1,0,2,1];q = Coquaternion[1,1,-2,1];
In[23]:= CoquaternionToComplex[q]
Out[23]= {1 + i,−2 + i}
In[24]:= ComplexToCoquaternion[%]
Out[24]= Coquaternion[1, 1,−2, 1]
In[25]:= Dot@@CoquaternionToComplexMatrix/@{q,p} // ComplexMatrixToCoquaternion
Out[25]= Coquaternion[−2, 5,−1, 4]
In[26]:= q ** p
Out[26]= Coquaternion[−2, 5,−1, 4]
Real 2× 2 matrix representation
It is well-known that the algebra of coquaternions is isomorphic toM2(R), the algebra of real 2× 2 matrices,






7→ a = 1
2
(
(a+ d) + (b− c)i + (b+ c)j + (a− d)k
)
,
establishing the isomorphism. The inverse of Φ is the map Ψ : Hcoq →M2(R) defined by
q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k 7→ Q =
(
q0 + q3 q1 + q2
q2 − q1 q0 − q3
)
.
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This means, in particular, that all the results contained in the previous section can be derived in terms of 2×2
real matrices.
In[27]:= CoquaternionToMatrix[Coquaternion[q0,q1,q2,q3]] // MatrixForm
Out[27]/MatrixForm=(
q0 + q3 q1 + q2




a + d b + c



















Real 4× 4 matrix representation
The left and right representations of the coquaternion q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k, associated with the left and
right product are, respectively,
Lq =

q0 −q1 q2 q3
q1 q0 q3 −q2
q2 q3 q0 −q1
q3 −q2 q1 q0
 and Rq =

q0 −q1 q2 q3
q1 q0 −q3 q2
q2 −q3 q0 −q1




q0 −q1 q2 q3
q1 q0 q3 −q2
q2 q3 q0 −q1




q0 −q1 q2 q3
q1 q0 −q3 q2
q2 −q3 q0 q1




1 −1 −2 1
1 1 1 2
−2 1 1 −1
1 2 1 1

In[36]:= (Rq=CoquaternionTo4DMatrixR[q])//MatrixForm
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Out[36]/MatrixForm=
1 −1 −2 1
1 1 −1 −2
−2 −1 1 1
1 −2 −1 1

In[37]:= Coquaternion@@(Lq.List@@p) == q ** q
Out[37]= True
In[38]:= Coquaternion@@(Rq.List@@p) == p**q
Out[38]= True
Polar Form
Any coquaternion q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k ∈ S ∪ T, such that q /∈ L, has a polar representation [18, 11] in





sinhφq + ωq coshφq
)
, if q ∈ S,
‖q‖
(
sgn q0 coshψq + ωq sinhψq
)
, if q ∈ T and q ∈ S,
‖q‖
(
cos θq + ωq sin θq
)
, if q ∈ T and q ∈ T,
(3.1a)







, cos θq =
q0
‖q‖






is a unit coquaternion satisfying ω2q = 1, if q ∈ S and ω2q = −1, if q ∈ T.
The polar form (3.1) is implemented in Coquaternions through the use of PolarForm[q] which gives a
list of one of the forms
{nat→ Spacelike, r → ||q||, ϕ→ φq, ω → ωq},
{nat→ TimeSpacelike, r → ||q||, ϕ→ ψq, ω → ωq, sgn→ sgn q0},
{nat→ TimeTimelike, r → ||q||, ϕ→ θq, ω → ωq},





















In[40]:= FromPolarForm[{nat,r,ϕ,ω} /. %]





















In[42]:= FromPolarForm[{nat,r,ϕ,ω,sgn} /. %]


















In[44]:= FromPolarForm[{nat,r,ϕ,ω} /. %]
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Out[44]= Coquaternion[4, 3, 2, 1]
In[45]:= PolarForm[Coquaternion[1,1,1,1]]
PolarForm::LightLikeCoq : No polar form.
Function Description
ComplexMatrixToCoquaternion[m] gives the coquaternion corresponding to m ∈M2(C)
ComplexToCoquaternion[{a,b}] gives the coquaternion a + bj to a, b ∈ C
CoquaternionToComplex[q] gives a list {q0 + iq1, q2 + iq3} for the complex form of q
CoquaternionToComplexMatrix[q] gives the complex 2× 2 representation matrix of q
CoquaternionToMatrix[q] gives the real 2× 2 representation matrix of q
CoquaternionTo4DMatrixL[q] gives the real 4× 4 left representation matrix of q
CoquaternionTo4DMatrixR[q] gives the real 4× 4 right representation matrix of q
FromPolarForm[l] gives the coquaternion whose “polar coordinates” are l
MatrixToCoquaternion[m] gives the coquaternion corresponding to m ∈M2(R)
PolarForm[q] gives the polar form of a coquaternion (in case of existence)
Table 2: Representation of coquaternions
4 Coquaternionic Polynomials
The study of quaternionic polynomials and, in particular, methods for determining and classifying their zero-
sets have become an active research area. Recently we have developed a Mathematica tool - QPolynomial - a
collection of functions for manipulating, evaluating and factoring quaternionic polynomials [9, 10]. In contrast,
polynomials defined over the algebra of coquaternions have received much less attention from researchers (see,
for example, [8], [12] and [15] and references therein).
In this section we describe a work in progress Mathematica tool - CoqPolynomial, relying on the package
Coquaternions, for dealing with some polynomial problems in Hcoq. Starting with the basic definitions, we
denote by Hcoq[x] the set of polynomials of the form
P (x) = cnx
n + cn−1x
n−1 + · · ·+ c1x+ c0, ci ∈ Hcoq, (4.1)
i.e., the set of polynomials whose coefficients are only located on the left of the variable, with the addition
and multiplication of such polynomials defined as in the commutative case, where the variable is assumed
to commute with the coefficients. This is a ring, referred to as the ring of (left) one-sided or unilateral
polynomials in Hcoq. From now on we use the simplified designation coquaternionic polynomials for polynomials
in Hcoq[x] and we usually omit the reference to the variable and write simply P when referring to an element
P (x) ∈ Hcoq[x].
As usual, if cn 6= 0, we say that the degree of the polynomial P is n and refer to cn as the leading
coefficient of the polynomial. When cn = 1, we say that P is monic. If the coefficients ci in (4.1) are real,
then we say that P is a real polynomial. Given a polynomial P of the form (4.1), its conjugate polynomial is
the polynomial defined by
P (x) = cnx
n + cn−1x
n−1 + · · ·+ c1x+ c0.
Following the structure of QPolynomial, a coquaternionic polynomial in CoqPolynomial is an ob-
ject of the form Polynomial[cn,cn−1,...,c1,c0] accordingly to (4.1). For such objects, rules as Plus,
NonCommutativeMultiply, Power and functions as Conjugate, Eval, etc. are defined; its use can be illus-
trated as follows:
In[46]:= P1 = Polynomial[1,Coquaternion[2,-1,1,0]];
P2 = Polynomial[Coquaternion[1,0,0,1],Coquaternion[0,0,1,1]];
α = Coquaternion[0,1,1,0];
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In[47]:= P1 + P2
Out[47]= Polynomial[Coquaternion[2, 0, 0, 1], Coquaternion[2,−1, 2, 1]]
In[48]:= α ** P1
Out[48]= Polynomial[Coquaternion[0, 1, 1, 0], Coquaternion[2, 2, 2, 2]]
In[49]:= P1 ** P2
Out[49]= Polynomial[Coquaternion[1, 0, 0, 1], Coquaternion[2,−2, 3, 3], Coquaternion[1,−1, 3, 1]]
In[50]:= P3 = Polynomial[Coquaternion[1,0,0,-1],Coquaternion[1,2,1,1]];
P2 ** P3
Out[50]= Polynomial[Coquaternion[1, 4, 4, 3], Coquaternion[2, 0, 3,−1],
In[51]:= Conjugate[P1 ** P2]
Out[51]= Polynomial[Coquaternion[1, 0, 0,−1], Coquaternion[2, 2,−3,−3], Coquaternion[1, 1,−3,−1]
In[52]:= Conjugate[P2] ** Conjugate[P2]] == %
Out[52]= True
For a coquaternionic polynomial P , the evaluation map at a given element q ∈ Hcoq is defined by
P (q) = cnq
n + cn−1q
n−1 + · · ·+ c1q + c0.
If P (q) = 0, then we say that q is a zero (or a root) P .
In[53]:= Eval[P1,α]
Out[53]= Coquaternion[2, 0, 2, 0]
In[54]:= Eval[P2][α]
Out[54]= Coquaternion[0, 2, 3, 1]
In[55]:= Eval[P1,Coquaternion[-2,1,-1,0]]
Out[55]= 0
The evaluation map is not a homomorphism from the ring Hcoq[x] into Hcoq; given two polynomials
L,R ∈ H[x], in general, we do not have (LR)(q) = L(q)R(q).
In[56]:= Eval[P1 ** P2][α]
Out[56]= Coquaternion[6, 4, 8,−4]
In[57]:= Eval[P1][α] ** Eval[P2][α]
Out[57]= Coquaternion[6, 2, 6,−2]
We now list and illustrate some results concerning the evaluation, at a given element q ∈ Hcoq, of the









j , P (x) = L(x)R(x).




In[58]:= L = Polynomial[1,Coquaternion[1,2,3,4]];
R = Polynomial[1,Coquaternion[1,-1,2,0]];
q = Coquaternion[-1,-1,2,0];
P = L ** R
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Out[58]= Polynomial[1, Coquaternion[2, 1, 5, 4], Coquaternion[9, 9, 1, 11]]
In[59]:= Eval[P,q]
Out[59]= Coquaternion[22, 16,−8, 14]
In[60]:= l = List @@ L;
l[[2]] ** Eval[R,q] + l[[1]] ** Eval[R,q] ** q
Out[60]= Coquaternion[22, 16,−8, 14]
2. If R(q) = 0, then P (q) = 0.
In[61]:= PolynomialZeroQ[R,Conjugate@q] && PolynomialZeroQ[P,Conjugate@q]
Out[61]= True




R(q), where q̃ = R(q)q(R(q))−1.
In[62]:= InvertibleQ[Eval[R,q]]
Out[62]= True
In[63]:= qtilde = Eval[R,q] ** q ** (1/Eval[R,q])
Out[63]= Coquaternion[−1,−1, 2, 0]
In[64]:= Eval[L,qtilde] ** Eval[R,q]
Out[64]= Coquaternion[22, 16,−8, 14]
4. If L(x) is a real polynomial, then (LR)(q) = (RL)(q) = R(q)L(q).
In[65]:= LL = Polynomial[1,2,3];
{Eval[LL ** R,q], Eval[R ** LL,q], Eval[LL,q] ** Eval[R,q]} // Union
Out[65]= {Coquaternion[0,−10, 20, 0]}
5. If q ∈ R, then (LR)(q) = L(q)R(q).
In[66]:= Eval[P,1]
Out[66]= Coquaternion[12, 10, 6, 15]
In[67]:= Eval[L,1] ** Eval[R,1]
Out[67]= Coquaternion[12, 10, 6, 15]
6. If R(q) is non-singular, then q is a zero of P iff R(q)q(R(q))−1 is a zero of L.
In[68]:= L = Polynomial[1,Coquaternion[-1,-5,1,5]];





In[70]:= zeroL = Eval[R,zeroP] ** zeroP ** (1/Eval[R,zeroP])




In[72]:= L = Polynomial[1,Coquaternion[-1,0,1,1]];
P = L ** R;zeroL=Coquaternion[1,0,-1,-1];
PolynomialZeroQ[L,zeroL]
Out[72]= True









Conjugate[P] gives the conjugate of P
Eval[P][q] gives P(q)
Polynomial[cn,cn−1,...,c1,c0] the object cnxn + cn−1xn−1 + · · ·+ c1x + c0
PolynomialZeroQ[P, q] gives True if P (q) = 0
Table 3: Some functions of CoqPolynomial
As we have already referred, the collection of Mathematica functions here described provides the basic
mathematical tools necessary for manipulating coquaternions and coquaternionic polynomials, reflecting, in
its present form, the recent interests of the authors in the area. In the near future we intend to endow
CoqPolynomial with the ability to compute roots of coquaternionic polynomials, by implementing the recent
algorithm proposed in [12]. Details on this implementation will appear in a forthcoming paper.
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